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ABSTRACT
Metal additives, such as aluminum, are commonly added to explosives in
order to generate higher energy release and overpressures. However, these
types of additives are ineffective in enabling a satisfactory level of control
over the weapon’s blast effects. Metal-based reactive materials (RM) are
of interest because they will allow weapons to be tailored to suit certain
applications. The combination of titanium and boron is a prime example
of such a reactive material. The high temperatures and persistent fireball
generated by the Ti/2B composite after a weapon’s blast can be utilized in
the defeat of biological weapons or destruction of bio-weapon factories. This
energetic material can also conceivably be used as a structural reactive casing
to enhance damage effects upon penetration of a target.
The Ti/2B combination can take many forms, including Ti/2B powder
blends and the titanium boride (TiB2) compound. However, most work in
the area of Ti/2B reactive materials has focused on the creation and classi-
fication of Ti/2B mechanical alloys. Jiang et al. experimentally investigated
the creation of these mechanical alloys using an arrested reactive milling
procedure [1]. Through these investigations they determined a procedure to
mechanically alloy titanium and boron into a metastable Ti/2B nanocompos-
ite energetic material. The performance of Ti/2B composite energetics was
analyzed in a methane flame experiment by Trunov et al. [2] They found that
in both wet and dry gaseous environments, the Ti/2B nanocomposite alloy
achieved a more rapid and efficient combustion than aluminum powder when
ignited in the flame. Yet, there remains a lack of information concerning
the relative performance of the various forms of the Ti/2B energetic system
when initiated with a high explosive (HE), a more realistic representation of
the material’s application. Therefore, the aim of the current study is to in-
vestigate, in a controlled environment, the explosive parameter enhancement
effects of various forms of Ti/2B energetic materials in air and compare their
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performance relative to an inert baseline.
Experiments for the study were conducted in the large blast chamber lo-
cated at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Each material was
initiated in air using single point detonation of a high explosive and a suite of
diagnostics was used to gather information during each test. The diagnostics
utilized include transient blast pressures, quasi-static pressures, two-color
infrared pyrometry, spatially-varying spectroscopy, and high-speed imaging.
The forms of the Ti/2B system tested during the experiment are as follows:
• TiB2 Compound
– −325 mesh
• Ti/2B Powder Blend
– −325 mesh titanium and boron
• Ti/2B UIUC #1 Mechanical Alloy
– −325 mesh titanium and boron
• Ti/2B UIUC #2 Mechanical Alloy
– −325 mesh titanium and nano-boron
• Ti/2B NJIT Mechanical Alloy
– −325 mesh titanium and nano-boron
• TiO2 Inert Baseline Material
– −325 mesh
The high-speed imaging shows the development of the structure of the
reactive material as it breaks out after initiation and begins to react. The
imaging is also a useful tool for qualitative comparisons of the reactivity of
the various forms of the energetic system. The imaging results show that
the UIUC mechanical alloy #2 and the NJIT mechanical alloy have the most
reaction emission leading to the qualitative conclusion that these materials
are more reactive than the other forms tested. For each image a correspond-
ing spatially-varying spectrum was recorded. The spectroscopic images show
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both the thermal emission spectrum of the high explosive and the emission
spectrum from the reaction of the energetic material being tested. The spec-
tral range is located in the visible spectrum, centered on the bands produced
by the BO2 spectrum. The spectra show that the nanocomposite alloys emit
the strongest BO2 signature which indicates a larger amount of boron com-
bustion.
The transient blast pressure measurements are useful in quantifying the
peak overpressures produced by the initiation of the reactive material as well
as the impulse contained in the initial blast wave. The reactive materials
tested did not produce a significantly higher peak blast pressure when com-
pared to the inert baseline test. This shows the reaction of Ti/2B reactive
materials is too slow to drive the initial blast wave. The peak temperature of
each reaction was recorded using a two-color infrared pyrometer at 1 and 1.5
µ m. The measured temperatures of the various forms of Ti/2B materials
were relatively the same within uncertainty.
The quasi-static pressure (QSP) measurement is defined as the long dura-
tion gas overpressure in the blast chamber after the explosive event. These
data are the main focus of the experiment due to the fact that the energy re-
lease of the reactive materials can be calculated using the pressure data and
a constant volume ideal gas analysis. These values can then be compared
to a theoretical energy release based on enthalpy of reaction calculations.
The QSP data show that the nanocomposite mechanical alloys produce the
greatest long-time overpressure and the largest energy release, confirming the
qualitative predictions from the collected images and spectra.
In conclusion, the imaging, spectral, and QSP data agree by showing that
the Ti/2B mechanical alloys containing nano-boron are the most reactive of
the materials forms tested and have the most promise when combined with
conventional munitions. The peak temperatures were relatively similar and
the peak overpressure data shows that the reaction of the energetic materials
is too slow to impart a larger impulse to the initial blast wave.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The research presented in this document was conducted at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) under the advisement of Professor
Nick Glumac and Professor Herman Krier. Dense, reactive materials (RM)
are commonly used to help enhance and tailor coventional munitions or are
used as structural reactive casings for high explosives (HE). This research
focuses on the explosive initiation of the titanium-boron (Ti/2B) class of en-
ergetic materials in air and seeks to determine the blast enhancement effects
and relative performance of the various forms of this energetic system.
This document introduces the necessary background of reactive materials
and air blasts and discusses the previous work that the current research builds
upon. The experimental methods of the study are outlined in detail following
the introduction. The results of the experiment are presented and discussed
and, finally, conclusions are drawn and recommendations for future work are
prescribed.
1.1 Research Motivation
Reactive materials, especially metal-based reactive materials, have begun to
play a large role in the defense industry due to their higher energy output
than current non-metal, combustible materials. Metals such as beryllium,
lithium, boron, aluminum, and magnesium have generated interest in the
area of weapon output enhancement. However, some of these materials have
drawbacks that limit their application. Beryllium is highly energetic, but is
very toxic in powder form and following oxidation. Lithium is unstable in air
and boron is difficult to ignite and burns slowly. Aluminum is less energetic
than the aforementioned materials, but it is readily available, inexpensive,
and non-toxic and is therefore used as an additive for many applications.
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Metal additives, such as aluminum, are commonly added to explosives and
propellants in order to generate higher energy release and longer pressure
pulses or a higher specific thrust. When combined with explosives in this
manner, metal combustion offers higher energy density but its effects are of-
ten not fully realized due to the longer ignition delays and slower burn times.
Alloying these metals with other more ignitable metals to produce metal-
based reactive materials provides a solution to enhancing the combustion of
these energetic materials and gaining the highest energy output possible.
Metal-based reactive materials are of great interest in part because they
allow weapons to be tailored to suit specific applications. These types of
selectable output weapons are currently being developed and will provide a
tactically effective means of destroying a target while limiting collateral dam-
age and the blast footprint. The combination of titanium and boron is one
such energetic system that shows great promise. The titanium and boron
materials can be mechanically alloyed to create a metastable composite ca-
pable of being densified for necessary applications. The longer duration, high
temperatures generated by the Ti/2B composite after a weapon’s blast can
be utilized, for example, in the defeat of biological weapons. This energetic
material can also conceivably be used as a structural reactive casing when
fully densified to enhance damage effects upon penetration of a target. In
practical application, the reaction of these materials is initiated with the use
of a high explosive, the parameters of which are discussed below.
1.2 Air Blast Parameters
High explosive charges detonated in air undergo an immediate chemical de-
composition during which the reactions that take place occur within mi-
croseconds. Hot gaseous products produced by the reaction rapidly ex-
pand radially in the form of a spherical shockwave through the surrounding
medium. This shockwave is referred to as the initial blast wave and can have
significant energy associated with it. The blast wave does much of the dam-
age in an explosive event through the rapid increase in pressure it imparts
to nearby structures. Objects near the blast experience a sharp increase in
pressure which then decays to below the ambient pressure. Air begins to
fill the void created by the rapidly expanding gases and can create a large
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“suction wind” as the pressure finally equilibrates to the ambient pressure.
A diagram of this pressure phenomenon is shown in Figure 1.1 below. The
initial pressure rise and decay above the ambient is referred to as the posi-
tive phase of the blast, while the pressure below the ambient is termed the
negative phase. The peak of the initial pressure rise is deemed the peak
overpressure and noted in the figure.
Figure 1.1: Diagram of blast wave pressure phenomenon showing
phases and peak overpressure
Integrating under the positive portion of the curve shown provides the
positive phase impulse of the initial blast wave. This parameter gives in-
formation on the change in momentum imparted to objects in the path of
the blast wave. The blast wave impulse is highest close to the charge and
its strength decays radially from the initial blast source as 1
r2
. Another im-
portant air blast parameter is the long-duration gas overpressure, or the
quasi-static pressure (QSP). The QSP of a blast can provide valuable insight
into the energy release of the reactants. However, unlike the peak transient
overpressure, the QSP of the blast cannot be determined just by studying
the pressure trace provided by the instrumentation. The QSP value must
be extracted by fitting the data appropriately depending on the scenario of
the blast, as is shown in Figure 1.2. In a fully enclosed, unvented chamber
the pressure trace of a blast can be exponentially fit back to the initiation
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time of the event. This corresponds to point A in Figure 1.2. If the chamber
contains an area for the reaction gases to vent or escape, then a maximum
gas pressure can be determined with a linear fit of the initial shock reflec-
tions which will intersect the exponential QSP fit, as shown at point B in
the figure. The QSP value is then determined from this intersection. As
the venting area of the chamber decreases to zero, point B will eventually
correspond with point A [1, 2].
Figure 1.2: Pressure trace of detonation with fitting technique to
determine QSP. Figure taken from [1]
1.3 Mechanical Alloying
Mechanical alloying is a powder processing technique that attempts to create
a homogenous composite material using elemental constituent components.
The technique has been employed with great benefits in the current research
as will be shown later. The process was first developed by John Benjamin in
the mid-1960’s and was detailed by him in the literature [3, 4]. Mechanical
alloying has now become a widespread technique used to create many dif-
ferent types of alloys and metastable composites with various structures and
diverse material properties. The technique relies upon plastic deformation
and recombination of the elemental components with the end result being a
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composite material of the two (or more) starting materials. The deformation
of the constituents is performed in a high energy mill, such as a stirred ball
mill, planetary mill, shaker mill, or attritor mill, which contains both the
powders to be combined and grinding media of a chosen size and material.
There are many factors which affect the end result of the milling process.
These include chosen grinding media, milling time, milling speed, charge
ratio, and process control agents. The grinding media is responsible for frac-
turing and welding (recombining) the powder components and usually take
the shape of spheres of a chosen diameter. The powders and grinding media
are placed in a milling container, usually created from a hardened or tool
steel. Larger diameter grinding media provide a higher milling energy and
are more efficient at fracturing the components. However, it has more re-
cently been shown that a mixture of grinding media diameters helps refine
the lamellar structure of the final composite material during the recombina-
tion process [5]. Harder grinding media (such as zirconia or stainless steel)
are more effective at breaking components than softer materials of a similar
diameter. As a general rule, larger and harder grinding media allow for a
shorter milling process. A long milling time and high milling speed can in-
crease the energy provided to the powder, but care needs to be taken that
the speed is not so fast that the grinding media is not held in place due to
centrifugal forces. When this occurs, the media does not interact well with
the powder and less collisions occur, leading to an unrefined composite. De-
tails about the mill and grinding media used in this study are presented in
Chapter 2.
The ball-to-powder weight ratio, commonly referred to as the charge ratio,
plays a significant role in the alloying process. Higher charge ratios provide
more collisions and, therefore, allow more energy transfer to the powder par-
ticles. A common charge ratio found in the literature is 10:1 for smaller
laboratory mills. As mentioned before, the mechanical alloying process relies
upon fracturing and subsequent cold-welding of particles to create a homo-
geneous alloy. However, a balance must be maintained between these two
effects. Too much fracturing gives a fine powder mixture with little recombi-
nation, while too much welding provides large composite particles that can
sometimes be welded to the grinding media and can be difficult to remove. In
order to create this balance, a process control agent (PCA) is frequently im-
plemented. Ubiquitous control agents include stearic acid, hexane, methanol,
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and ethanol. These PCA’s are usually added at 1 - 5 wt% of the total pow-
der charge to help control the cold-welding that occurs. Further discussion
of each of these variables, along with a detailed explanation of alloying mech-
anisms can be found in [6].
Our current research utilizes mechanical alloying to create a metastable
nanocomposite of titanium and boron in a Ti/2B molar ratio. The milling
process was performed in a high energy planetary ball mill and the milling
procedure is discussed at length in the Experimental Methods chapter. Fur-
ther work in the area of Ti/2B mechanical alloying is also expanded on in
the next section.
1.4 Previous Work
The Ti/2B combination can take many forms, including Ti/2B powder blends
and the titanium boride (TiB2) compound. However, most work in the area
of Ti/2B reactive materials has focused on the creation and classification of
Ti/2B mechanical alloys. Jiang et al. experimentally investigated the opti-
mum creation of these mechanical alloys by employing an arrested reactive
milling procedure [7]. Using a consistent powder mixture of Ti/2B, they
studied the effects of various milling conditions on the formation of the com-
posite material. Through these investigations they determined a procedure
to mechanically alloy titanium and boron into a Ti/2B nanocomposite ener-
getic material. The investigation also provides a more theoretical analysis of
the milling procedure and the role that ball motion and milling time play in
the mechanical alloying process for planetary mills.
The performance of Ti/2B composite energetics was analyzed in a methane
flame experiment by Trunov et al. [8]. The study compared combustion
of Ti/2B (both a composite and a powder blend) and aluminum in vari-
ous methane/air concentrations in both dry and wet oxidizing environments.
They showed that the combustion energy and the burn rates of the Ti/2B
were higher than the aluminum for all gas mixtures considered. It was also
observed in both wet and dry gaseous environments that the Ti/2B nanocom-
posite alloy achieved a more rapid and efficient combustion than aluminum
powder when ignited in any flame concentration.
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1.5 Current Objectives
There remains a lack of information concerning the relative performance
of the various forms of the Ti/2B energetic system when initiated with a
high explosive (HE) in air, a more realistic representation of the material’s
application. Therefore, the aim of this study is to investigate, in a controlled
environment, the explosive parameter enhancement effects of various forms
of Ti/2B energetic materials in air and to compare their relative performance
against a baseline of inert material.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The experimental methods of the Ti/2B reactive material study are out-
lined in detail below. Preparation of the reactive material mixtures and
blast chamber samples is discussed, followed by a detailed description of the
diagnostics and setup implemented in the experiment.
2.1 Material Preparation
The relative performance of four forms of the Ti/2B energetic system was
assessed in this experiment. The first was a TiB2 compound (Alfa Aesar,
-325 mesh), the second was a Ti/2B powder blend prepared by hand-mixing
titanium (Alfa Aesar, -325 mesh) and boron (Sigma Aldrich, -325 mesh,
crystalline) powders. The -325 mesh sizing corresponds to powder particles
of 44 µm and smaller. The remaining energetic material were mechanical
alloys and were prepared as described below.
Two mechanically alloyed Ti/2B composites were created at the Univer-
sity of Illinois Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), and one Ti/2B composite was
mechanically alloyed at the New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT). The
preparation of the UIUC mechanical alloys was performed in a Torrey Hills
planetary ball mill using 80 mL stainless steel vials, as shown in Figure 2.1.
For the first alloy, a Ti/2B mixture comprised of -325 mesh of both titanium
and boron was added to the vials along with 33 stainless steel balls, each
having a diameter of 10 mm. A standard charge ratio of 10:1 was used in
this milling trial. The powders were milled for 45 minutes at 300 rpm while
completely submerged in hexane as a process control agent. This process was
loosely based on previous procedures performed by other graduate students.
(For further details about each of the milling parameters and their effects,
refer to the introduction.) The preparation of the second UIUC Ti/2B alloy
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emulated the procedure implemented by NJIT for performance comparison
purposes [7]. This alloy contained a Ti/2B mixture of titanium (-325 mesh,
Alfa Aesar) and nano-boron (SB Boron 99, SB Boron), for a total mass of
approximately 26 grams of material. The SB Boron 99 is a 99% pure, amor-
phous powder with a mean particle diameter of 40-150 nm. Stainless steel
balls of 10 mm diameter were added to each vial for a charge ratio of 10:1,
and 50% hexane (by mass) was added as a process control agent. These ma-
terials were milled for 7 minutes at 350 rpm and were then allowed to cool
before final removal. The large amount of PCA was chosen due to the fact
that the Ti/2B nano-mixture has been shown to be pyrophoric. The NJIT
procedure overcame this hazard by purging the milling vials with argon gas
so there was no oxidizing environment during milling. The UIUC milling
process was unable to match this detail of the process, so a higher amount
of PCA was added to ensure that the mixture did not ignite in the milling
vial.
Figure 2.1: (L)Torrey Hills planetary ball mill, (R)Stainless steel
milling vial with grinding media
In order to be tested in the blast chamber, each form of the Ti/2B materials
to be tested was cold-pressed into 25 mm diameter pellets with a thickness of
approximately 2-3 mm. The mass of the pellets was held constant throughout
the tests at approximately 4.19 g. This mass gave the appropriate volume
desired for the reactive material testing. An inert pellet of titanium dioxide
(TiO2) was cold-pressed in an identical manner and detonated as a non-
reactive baseline test. Titanium dioxide was chosen as the inert material
due to its comparable density with the Ti/2B mixtures. The theoretical
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density of the Ti/2B mixtures is 3.5 g/cm3 [8], and the density of the TiO2
is 4.2 g/cm3. A similar density of inert material is necessary to have a good
baseline for the collection of peak overpressure data. This inert baseline
test also provided information on the quasi-static pressure release and peak
temperature achieved by the high explosive and the detonator without the
additional energy release from a reactive material. Part of the energy release
from the high explosive reaction goes to deforming the sample being tested,
so only testing a bare high explosive without an inert sample does not provide
an adequate baseline test.
In order to create the reactive pellet samples, the powder was first loaded
into a cylindrical pellet pressing die. The tool steel die consists of three
pieces: a sleeve, a base, and a rod. The outer diameter of the sleeve is 2
inches and the center through hole measures 1 inch in diameter. The sleeve
has four through holes in its annulus to connect to the base. The base is a 2
inch diameter disc with four 1/4-20 threaded holes that align with the sleeve.
The rod measures 1 inch in diameter and is used to compact the powder into
the pellet sample. The components of the pellet die can be seen in Figure
2.2. Applying zinc stearate to the die has been known to help remove pressed
samples, but it was found that having as clean a sleeve surface as possible
produced cleaner samples which were easier to remove. The die was then
loaded into the 50 ton press in the lab at UIUC in order to press the samples
to size. The press, shown in Figure 2.2, achieved pressures near 50 kpsi on the
sample in order to press the material samples to a density of approximately
60-80% of the theoretical mass density (TMD). It is best for the rod to be
machined from tool steel because other materials will yield and permanently
deform at the high pressures achieved, rendering them useless for further
sample compaction.
Upon completion of pressing, the sample was weighed and measured to
characterize its precise density. The characteristics of each reactive pellet
are detailed in Table 2.1 below. The materials were then tested in the blast
chamber, as described in the next section.
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Figure 2.2: (L)Grizzly 50 ton press used to compact reactive
material powder, (R)Pellet die
Table 2.1: Physical properties of each reactive pellet tested
2.2 Experimental Setup
Each sample of the Ti/2B reactive materials was tested in the large blast
chamber at UIUC. The steel chamber is a 4 ft. cube and contains optical
access ports in four of its six sides. A more detailed explanation of the
chamber and its design has been provided in a previous work by A. Coverdill
[9]. For each test, one RP-80 detonator from Teledyne RISI was placed
beneath 10 g of PBXN-9 high explosive in order to initiate the reaction of
the reactive material, which rested on the top surface of the high explosive.
This setup can be seen schematically in Figure 2.3.
The blast chamber was outfitted with a suite of diagnostics including tran-
sient pressure transducers, quasi-static pressure (QSP) transducers, two-
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Figure 2.3: (L)Reactive material stand in chamber, (R)Schematic
of reactive material stand
color infrared pyrometry, temporally- and spatially-resolved spectroscopy,
and high-speed imaging. The diagnostic setup is shown in Figure 2.4. Two
Kulite XTEL-190A piezoresistive pressure transducers were used to record
the transient pressures produced by the initial blast wave. The Kulite trans-
ducers were affixed within lollypop-style housings that are magnetically at-
tached to the chamber floor. The housings contain a knife edge that smoothly
cut the initial blast wave and allow a clean reading of the side-on blast wave
pressure. The peak pressure capable of being measured by the transducers is
2000 psi, but the reactive material tests only produce peak pressures of less
than 30 psi. In order to obtain a measurable pressure amplitude, the signal
from the transducers was amplified by an Endevco 136 signal amplifier (not
shown). The sensitivity of the transducers was set to 0.105 mV/psi on the
amplifier and the scaling output was set to 360 mV/psi in order to produce
a signal in the range of 0-10 V. A transient pressure transducer and the lol-
lypop gauge are shown in Figure 2.5. Details and drawings of the housings
can be found in [9].
The quasi-static pressure in the chamber was recorded using two Gems
#2200 series piezoresistive tranducers, one with a range of Vac-15 psi and one
with a range of Vac-45 psi. The QSP transducers were attached to a port in
the back of the chamber via plastic tubing in order to isolate the transducers
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Figure 2.4: Blast Chamber Experimental Setup, Top: Overhead
View, Bottom: Front View
and reduce noise in the signal due to any chamber vibration. Each of these
transducers was terminated across a resistance of 1000 ohms. Figure 2.6
shows the transducer and its attachment to the chamber. The transducers
were concurrently calibrated by pressurizing the chamber and recording the
transducer output. The chamber pressure was determined using a sealed
gauge attached to the chamber. The gauge and transducer values were then
correlated to create a calibration line that consistently achieved an R2 value
of 0.999.
Temperature was measured using a custom two-color, infrared pyrometer
which was constructed at Illinois. The pyrometer contains two narrow band-
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Figure 2.5: (L)Kulite XTEL Pressure Transducer, (R) Lollypop
Transducer Housing
Figure 2.6: (L)GEMS #2200 Pressure Transducer, (R) QSP
attachment to blast chamber
pass filters at 1 µ m and 1.5 µ m. These wavelengths are unperturbed by
molecular emission from the reactive materials under consideration which al-
lows the pyrometer to collect only thermal emission from the reaction. The
polycarbonate windows of the chamber, detailed in [9], attenuate infrared
wavelengths so a custom 1.5 inch diamter window adapter containing a 1/4
inch thick quartz disc was placed in the window to allow the infrared wave-
lengths to more easily reach the pyrometer. A lens tube was placed on the
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front of the pyrometer to better colimate the incoming reaction light. The
pyrometer temperature measurement was spatially averaged over the entire
event, so the time resolved temperature recorded is due to both the HE and
the reactive material initiation. An image of the pyrometer on its stand can
be seen in Figure 2.7 below.
Figure 2.7: Two-color, infrared pyrometer
Two Cooke high speed framing cameras (HSFC) were used for both high
speed imaging and time-resolved, imaging spectroscopy. Two different op-
tical setups were used during the explosive initiation tests. The first setup
viewed the event from a top-down perspective by placing a sacrificial mirror
inside the chamber allowing the framing cameras to look down on the event.
The emission of the event would first reach the mirror in the chamber and
then pass through the chamber’s side window to the framing cameras. This
setup is detailed schematically in Figure 2.8. The second optical setup im-
plemented a side-on view of the reaction, providing a detailed view of the
vertical progression of the reaction after initiation. The emission from the
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event would first pass through the side window and then be transferred to
the framing cameras via a pair of first surface planar mirrors. The planar
mirror arrangement is shown schematically in Figure 2.9. The top-down
view was only used for the first two initiation tests in order to visualize how
the initiation occurred around the edges of the pellet. This viewing angle
gives information regarding the early time breakout of the high explosive
and its interaction with the reactive material. The lateral view was then
implemented for the remaining tests to capture the initiation structure of
the reactive material during longer time scales.
Figure 2.8: Schematic showing mirror setup in chamber for a
top-down view of the reaction
The time-resolved, imaging spectroscopy was accomplished using a com-
pact transmission spectrograph arranged specifically for this type of exper-
iment. The collection optics consisted of an f/2.8 lens which passed light
through a 50 mm slit. The reaction emission then passed through a trans-
mission grating and finally through the focusing optics which consisted of an
f/1.2 lens.
The transmission grating was a 1800 g/mm volume phase holographic grat-
ing used in a Littrow configuration. With this setup a spectral range of 413-
581 nm was achieved with an approximate resolution of 0.5 nm. An image
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Figure 2.9: Schematic showing mirror setup outside chamber for
a lateral view of the reaction
of the spectrograph setup can be viewed in Figure 2.10 along with perti-
nent spectrometer details. In the first few tests, time-resolved spectroscopy
at higher resolution was performed through the top window of the cham-
ber to collect the emission spectrum from the burning of the titanium. The
collection of this spectrum allows a temperature to be fit to the event, pro-
viding a value to compare to the pyrometry measurements. However, the
spectral range in which the emission of titanium monoxide (TiO) occurs,
approximately 700-740 nm, was overpowered by the thermal emission of the
detonation event. Therefore, though the TiO spectrum was observed, it re-
mained unsuitable for temperature fitting, and the diagnostic was abandoned
for the remaining tests.
2.3 Optical Calibration
Wavelength calibration of the spectral range was accomplished with a long
mercury calibration lamp. The lamp was placed vertically in the region
where the pellet reaction was known to occur in order to spectrally calibrate
the entire spatial region. The HSFC exposure was then increased until the
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Figure 2.10: (L) Photograph of spectograph arrangement, (R)
Schematic of spectrograph setup
desired mercury spectral lines were visible in the image. The lines used for
calibration occurred at 435.83 nm, 546.07 nm, and a doublet at 576.96 nm
and 579.06 nm. An image of the mercury calibration spectrum is shown
in Figure 2.11 below. During each test, a set of dark spectra was taken to
provide a background to subtract from the recorded emission spectra.
Figure 2.11: Image of mercury wavlength calibration spectrum
Intensity calibrations were performed using an Oriel tungsten lamp with a
color temperature of approximately 3200 K. Multiple intensity calibrations
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were performed with the tungsten lamp in various positions in the vertical
direction to adequately calibrate the entire spatially-varying spectrum. To
perform the calibration, a piece of frosted glass was placed in the center
of the reactive material stand in the vertical direction. The tungsten lamp
was placed approximately 12 inches behind the glass in order to illuminate
the glass evenly. This prevents any intense bright spots in the calibration
image. The lamp is positioned near the bottom of the reactive material stand
and then traversed in the vertical direction to calibrate the entire spatial
region. Two examples of the intensity calibration image (top and bottom of
the spatial region) are shown below in Figure 2.12. The images may appear
reversed, but the spectra are inverted from the original image, as is described
in more detail in the Results and Discussion chapter. The custom analysis
code used to reduce the spectral images from the calibrations and each test
can be viewed in Appendix B.
Figure 2.12: Images of tungsten intensity calibration spectrum,
(L) Calibration of bottom of spatial region, (R) Calibration of top
of spatial region
Finally, a large grid of 1
2
inch by 1
2
inch squares was placed behind the
reactive material stand to determine the spatial scale of the image. This
helps in determining the height and width of the reaction taking place inside
the chamber. The pre-test scale calibration image is shown below in Figure
2.13:
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Figure 2.13: Image of grid used to determine physical scale of
reaction
2.4 Reactive Material Testing
As previously mentioned, each test was performed using one RP-80 detonator
and 10 grams of PBXN-9 high explosive, on which rested the reactive material
sample. An image of this arrangement is shown in Figure 2.3. Professor
Glumac, being the only one licensed to handle the detonators and HE pellets,
would first glue the detonator inside the pellet holder. The pellet holder
and detonator combination was then inserted in the test stand, and the HE
pellet was gently placed in the holder. The reactive material sample was
then carefully slid onto the top of the HE pellet, and the detonator wires
were connected. The chamber door was then sealed and a final overview of
the diagnostics was performed to ensure the equipment was ready to record
the event. Prior to each test, three bridgewire explosion tests were performed
using the fireset and the pulse generator to check the timing and triggers of
the diagnostic system. A final overview of the room was then performed to
ensure the vent valve of the chamber was closed, all the picoscopes were set to
trigger, and the lights were off. The detonator wires were then connected to
the fireset firing module and the fireset control unit was charged. The pulse
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generator was then started to initiate the event and the data capture. A
photograph of the fireset and pulse generator can be seen in Figure 2.14. After
the explosion, the vent valve was opened and the chamber was pressurized
with compressed air to vent the chamber of any harmful, gaseous products
before the door was removed. Finally, combustion residue was collected to be
analyzed in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) and the chamber was
cleaned for another test.
Figure 2.14: Photograph showing diagnostic equipment located
outside chamber room
The diagnostic setup can be seen in schematic form in Figure 2.15. The
diagnostics were all triggered using a Quantum pulse generator. The first
generator channel triggered the Teledyne RISI fireset which initiated the
detonation. The second channel triggered two separate Picoscopes connected
to the QSP transducers, transient pressure transducers, and pyrometer. Each
pyrometer photodiode required its own channel. The third channel triggered
a Picoscope connected to the framing camera TTL output channels to ensure
timing was accurate and signal jitter was not a hindrance. The transient
transducer picoscope collected data for 50 ms, though it has been determined
that a collection period of 100 ms produces better results for the QSP values
discussed later in the results section. The picoscope connected to the primary
QSP transducer and the pyrometer collected data for a total of 100 ms. Both
transient channels were set to a range of 10 V, both QSP channels were set
to a range of 20 V, and the pyrometer channels were each set to a range
of 1 V. Each picoscope collected data at a frequency of 1 megasamples per
second. The framing camera computers, pulse generator, and fireset were all
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located in an adjacent room for safety precautions during detonation.
Figure 2.15: Schematic of the experimental diagnostic setup
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following sections present the results obtained from the explosive initia-
tion experiments. The results include discussion of the findings from the high
speed imaging, spectroscopy, temperature, and pressure that were recorded
during each single point initiation test of the reactive materials. The chap-
ter ends by detailing a comparison of the Ti/2B energetic materials with
two tests performed using a combination of zirconium and boron in a Zr/2B
molar ratio.
3.1 Pressure and Energy Release
3.1.1 Quasi-Static Pressure
As mentioned previously, the goal of these experiments was to compare the
relative performance of the various forms of the Ti/2B energetic material sys-
tem. An important comparison benchmark is the energy release produced by
each of the reactive material pellets. This information also provides insights
into the amount of boron that reacts in each of the material forms. The
energy release values can be obtained through analysis of the recorded QSP
as discussed below. First, it is useful to determine the theoretical energy
potential of each reactive material form. The forms of the Ti/2B materials
tested undergo various chemical reactions, each releasing energy upon form-
ing products. The reaction that the mechanical alloys and the powder blend
undergoes is represented by
Ti+ 2B +
5
2
O2 → TiO2 +B2O3 + 31.9kJ
g
(3.1)
The reaction for the TiB2 compound is similar and is given by
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TiB2 +
5
2
O2 → TiO2 +B2O3 + 27.3kJ
g
(3.2)
The formation of TiB2 occurs through an intermetallic reaction of titanium
and boron:
Ti+ 2B → TiB2 + 4.6kJ
g
(3.3)
These theoretical energy release values for each of the chemical reactions
were determined by performing an enthalpy of formation calculation using
product of reaction data provided by the NIST-JANNAF Thermochemical
Tables and the Thermochemical Data of Pure Substances [10] [11]. The
theoretical energy release of the compound is lower due to the intermetallic
TiB2 compound as a reactant. The theoretical energies shown above can be
compared to an experimental energy release calculated using the measured
QSP values of each test. The quasi-static pressure (QSP) was defined in the
introduction as the long-duration gas overpressure produced in the enclosed
chamber due to the reaction of the high explosive and energetic material.
Two QSP transducers were used to record this pressure and the last 20-25
ms of each of the transient pressure curves provides a QSP’, or an additional
QSP reading as the transient pressure curves approximate a single value.
The plots in Figure 3.1 show an example of both the QSP and QSP’ recorded
during the experiments.
Each QSP value was determined using a custom Matlab code which cal-
ibrated the pressure trace, subtracted the baseline signal, and then linearly
fit the QSP curve near the end of the recorded time scale. As the figure
shows, the initial reflections of the shock wave were disregarded in the data
analysis to give a more suitable fit for the pressure data. A linear fit, rather
than an exponential fit as discussed in the introduction, was sufficient for the
analysis because the curves did not decrease dramatically as time progressed.
The code for this pressure analysis can be located in Appendix A. The four
values of QSP recorded during each test were then averaged to produce a sin-
gle QSP value for each experiment. The QSP values recorded during these
experiments can be seen in Table 3.1 below.
Once the values were averaged, the net QSP for each test was determined
by subtracting the inert material QSP from the reactive material averaged
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Figure 3.1: Top: Plot of recorded QSP curve, Bottom: Plot of
recorded transient pressure curve with labeled QSP’ region
QSP values. The net QSP value represents the overpressure produced by only
the reactive material and, theoretically, contains no effect from the energy
release of the high explosive pellet. Energy release from the reaction of each
Ti/2B pellet can be calculated by using the experimental net QSP data in
an ideal gas analysis at constant volume. The constant volume of the steel
blast chamber, Vchamber, used in these experiments is 1.81 m
3. The ideal gas
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Table 3.1: Recorded and Averaged QSP Values
equation can be rearranged to find a temperature difference produced by the
measured QSP, as shown in Equation 3.4 below:
∆T =
∆PQSPVchamber
mgasR
(3.4)
In this equation, ∆PQSP is the net QSP value for a given experiment, mgas
is the mass of air contained in the chamber taken at room temperature, and
R is the ideal gas constant for air. The next step of the analysis determines
the energy produced by the reactive material using Equation 3.5:
Epellet = mgascv∆T (3.5)
where cv is the specific heat at constant volume of air in the chamber, which
is taken at room temperature. For comparison purposes, it is preferrable to
describe the energy release on a per mass basis. Therefore, the specific energy
release of the reactive material is taken as:
epellet =
Epellet
mpellet
(3.6)
where mpellet is the mass of the reactive material pellet tested. Based on the
QSP values provided earlier, the specific energy release of each experiment
is shown in Table 3.2 below. The experimental energy release calculated
is also given as a percentage of the theoretical energy release determined
above. When comparing theoretical energy release and the experimental
energy values in the table, it can be noted that the reactive materials do not
achieve their full potential following the HE detonation. The highest energy
release was achieved with the NJIT and UIUC #2 mechanical alloys, which
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only release up to 45.89% of the theoretical capacity.
Table 3.2: QSP and Energy Release Values
The total energy release of the reactive material can be assessed in terms
of the energy release of its individual components. The burning of titanium
to produce titania (TiO2) contributes 13.6 kJ/g to the overall energy release,
while the burning of boron to produce boron trioxide (B2O3) supplies most
of the energy with 18.3 kJ/g. These energy values for the Ti/2B system
are calculated on a mass basis of fuel (Ti + 2B). As can be seen from the
experimental values, the first UIUC mechanical alloy, the powder blend, and
the TiB2 compound produce energy below that provided by fully burning
the titanium. The conclusion can then be drawn that neither material is
being consumed entirely, and it can be speculated that the boron is likely
remaining entirely unburned or only a small amount of it is being burned.
This analysis will be discussed further in the sections below. The mechanical
alloys, however, released energies exceeding that produced only by burning
titanium, indicating the energy output was high enough to consume the
titanium as well as a fraction of the boron that was mechanically alloyed
to it. These results show that the NJIT and UIUC #2 mechanical alloys
outperform the other materials and provide the largest QSP and highest
energy release when initiated with a high explosive.
The observation that boron is certainly being burned is an important one
and is not to be overlooked. While the energy release data shows that the
mechanical alloys, when properly milled, are clearly outperforming the other
material forms, they are performing better due to the amount of boron they
are capable of burning. Boron is producing most of the energy in the theoret-
ical energy release, so it is also important to know why the mechanical alloys
are burning more boron and how to further enhance the boron combustion.
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The energy output rankings amongst the material forms give insight into why
the alloys may be producing more efficient boron combustion. The intimate
proximity of the boron to the titanium is believed to hold the explanation to
this interesting result.
The UIUC mechanical alloy #1 had the lowest energy release because it
is believed that the micron-sized boron was not able to combine as well to
the titanium as the nano-sized boron. The powder blend constituents were
loosely combined and were only brought close through pressing which did
not even achieve full density. It was hypothesized that the TiB2 compound
would provide the lowest energy release due to the fact that the intermetallic
reacting with oxygen has a lower overall enthalpy of reaction. In reality, it
produced energy values above both the powder blend and the UIUC mechan-
ical alloy #1. It is possible that the boron and the titanium in this system
were close enough after the breakdown of the intermetallic for the titanium
to ignite more boron than the other two forms. The mechanical alloys, of
course, support this discussion completely. The nano-boron was able to com-
bine with the titanium on such a smaller scale, which enabled much more
surface area for the boron to be ignited during the titanium combustion. This
alloying procedure would likely not have been as successful if the boron had
been micron-sized, as shown with the UIUC mechanical alloy #1. Therefore,
the proximity and contact of the boron with the burning titanium is key for
enhanced boron combustion.
3.1.2 Transient Pressure
While energy release plays a critical role in the development of novel reactive
materials, it is also useful to compare the blast enhancement effects produced
by such materials. As shown in the introduction, an impulse characterization
can be developed through integration of the initial blast wave of the explosive
event. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a transient pressure curve obtained
during the experiments and its corresponding pressure trace of the initial
blast wave.
Two transient pressure transducers were implemented to record the initial
blast wave pressure and QSP’ in each experiment. The peak overpressure
of each blast was determined without fitting of the data by taking the peak
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Figure 3.2: (L) Plot of transient pressure curve, R Plot of
corresponding initial blast wave pressure
value of each initial blast wave curve. The curves of the initial blast pressure
were also integrated to determine the impulse for each test, including the
inert material test. The results of the peak pressure and impulse data are
summarized below in Table 3.3:
Table 3.3: Peak Blast Pressure and Impulse
As seen in the table, the peak pressures and impulse values of the various
reactive materials are only slightly higher than those produced by the inert
material test. These results, combined with the energy release data, provide
insight into the initial blast enhancement effects of the materials. While there
is a definite energy release due to the reaction, the time scale over which it
occurs is too long to impart any momentum to the initial blast wave. In
other terms, most of the damage done by this set of energetic materials
would likely be due to a longer duration overpressure rather than any initial
blast impacts. This is not necessarily an undesirable conclusion. The use
of Ti/2B in defeat of bio-agents, for example, would require the weapon to
leave a smaller initial blast footprint while generating a higher temperature,
long-duration fireball after the blast to destroy any harmful reagents.
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3.2 Temperature
An increase in blast temperature is also an interesting reactive material en-
hancement worth considering. As stated in the methods section, the peak
temperature of the blast event was recorded using a two-color, infrared py-
rometer which was custom built at UIUC. The pyrometer was calibrated
using a blackbody source from 500◦C to 1000◦C in increments of 50◦C. The
pyrometer performs linearly in this low temperature region, though the higher
temperature linearity of the instrument was unable to be characterized. How-
ever, the calibration equation for both wavelengths is still extrapolated to the
higher temperatures in order to calibrate the data. The pyrometer uncer-
tainty is assumed to be approximately ±200 K. The output of the pyrometer
consists of two intensity traces at the two different wavelengths as shown
in Figure 3.3. Post-calibration processing of the data was performed using
a Matlab code that output a plot of the temperature curve and the peak
temperature of the event (see Appendix C).
Figure 3.3: Example of pyrometer output during experiment
The temperature measurement obtained through this pyrometry technique
is spatially averaged. This means the pyrometer measures the wavlength ra-
diation intensity of the entire reaction of the Ti/2B material and not just one
region. It also does not take into account early or late time reaction locations
and is, therefore, useful for only developing an idea of the peak temperature
during the event. The temperature measurement is not only spatially aver-
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aged, it is also considered a condensed phase measurement, meaning it mea-
sures the temperature of radiating solid phases rather than any gas phases
present. The possible condensed phases present during the reaction include
titanium, titanium oxide, boron, boron oxide, and any possible intermetallic
compositions. Unfortunately, two-color pyrometry assumes a constant emis-
sivity which seems highly unlikely in this scenario. Though the emissivity
assumption introduces even more uncertainty into the temperature results,
an explanation of the results is attempted below.
In order to better understand the temperatures given by the pyrometry
technique, it is helpful to know temperature and burning characteristics of
the materials involved. Table 3.4 below provides information on the melting
and boiling points of titanium and boron [10], as well as their oxides:
Table 3.4: Melting and Boiling Points of Condensed Phases
The peak temperatures obtained during each test are shown below in Table
3.5:
Table 3.5: Peak Temperatures of Reactive Material Forms
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The temperatures produced by each material tested seem to be in good
agreement with one another. This is interesting considering that the mag-
nitude of energy release was much greater for the mechanical alloys than
for the other material types. One might expect the peak temperature to be
higher in those cases. However, as mentioned previously, the pyrometer only
measures condensed phase temperatures which warrants another look at the
values for the metal melting and boiling temperatures. Typically, an oxide
layer coating forms on the outside of the particle and can limit the interac-
tion between the material and the oxygen surrounding it. It is clear that the
melting point of both the titanium oxide and boron oxide has been exceeded
leading to the conclusion that the oxide layer is providing less interference
with oxygen required for combustion. It is also safe to say that, within the
uncertainty of the pyrometer, the boron oxide has boiled off, and the boron
has reached its melting point. Both the titanium and the boron burn in a
heterogeneous manner, indicating that there is no vapor phase combustion
occurring near the particles. Therefore, the pyrometer is likely measuring
the temperature of the boron combustion, as the measured temperature is
very near that of the melting point of the boron. These temperature results
agree with other studies performed on the same material. Allen indicates a
measured peak temperature of approximately 2500 K [12] and Trunov indi-
cates a temperature range of 2180 K to 2370 K [8], both of which are similar
to the temperatures obtained in this experiment.
With this conclusion drawn, it appears that all the forms of the Ti/2B sys-
tem burn some of the boron that is present, but the distinguishing character-
istic between each form is how much boron each burns. The energy release
calculations indicate, again, that the mechanically alloyed nanocomposites
accomplish this task far better than the other material forms. Techniques
such as Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
are capable of determining the composition of the residue from each test, but
this analysis has not yet been performed. The analysis of the residue holds
great potential for determining the extent of boron reaction in each test and
will be performed in the near future.
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3.3 Imaging
High speed imaging collected during the tests using the Cooke HSFC shows
both the initial interaction between the HE and the reactive material as well
as the structure the reactive pellet forms upon detonation. The early-stage
detonation of the material is shown in Figure 3.4 from an overhead view.
The dark circle in the center is the energetic material and the surrounding
halo is the detonation emission of the high explosive. As shown, the HE
detonates first and the shock created due to the detonation begins to roll
up on the sides and interact with the reactive material pellet. The bright
outer ring at 15 µs and 17 µs consists of the emitting gases of the HE, while
the inner bright ring represents the reaction of the energetic material on the
edges of the pellet due to its interaction with the roll up of the detonation
wave. There is no noticeable structural development or reaction at the center
of the pellet during these time frames.
In order to better observe the development of the pellet breakout and its
reactivity at a later stage, images were also collected from a side-on view. A
sequence of these images can be seen in Figure 3.5. The first image shows
the detonation of the high explosive followed by the breakout of the energetic
material as time advances. The lower portion of each of the images displays
the emission of the HE, while the top portions show the energetic material
reaction.
In the early stages of the breakout, the detonation wave is relatively unim-
peded by the HE on the sides and the wave begins to interact with the edges
of the reactive material, as was seen in the images from the overhead view.
The higher density of the reactive pellet initially slows the detonation wave
in the center of the pellet, making the edges of the pellet break out first. At
times later than 30 µs the pellet material begins erupting from the center,
forming a conical structure as the detonation wave finally begins to displace
the center material. By the end of the observed time frame, the conical
structure has matured and the edge material interaction with the detonation
products has formed a symmetrical, concentric structure on the edges. These
detonation structures were characteristic of each Ti/2B material tested. In-
terestingly, this structure is not typical of all materials imaged in the blast
chamber. More dense materials, like those which contain tungsten, have a
different initiation structure that occurs at a much later time, suggesting that
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Figure 3.4: Overhead view of early stage reactive material
initiation
Figure 3.5: Side-on view of early stage reactive material initiation
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the density-detonation interaction plays a role in shaping these detonation
structures.
The high speed images gathered from the later stages of the detonation
for the various materials corroborate the conclusions drawn from the energy
release calculations. Figure 3.6 shows a comparison between the UIUC me-
chanical alloys and the NJIT alloy. When comparing the alloy reactions in
the figure, the first UIUC alloy appears much less reactive than the other two
alloys. As was shown in Table 3.2, the second UIUC alloy and the NJIT alloy
were comparable in energy release based on the quasi-static pressure. These
image comparisons qualitatively demonstrate this conclusion by showing the
emission of each alloy during reaction.
Figure 3.6: Qualitative comparison of reactivity of mechanical
alloys tested. (a) UIUC Mechanical Alloy # 1, (b) UIUC
Mechanical Alloy # 2, (c) NJIT Mechanical Alloy
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3.4 Imaging Spectroscopy
During each test, a set of spatially-varying spectra were recorded at the
same times as the high-speed images. The spectra extend over a range of
413 nm to 581 nm, a range chosen in order to observe the vibrational band
structure of boron combustion intermediates. Boron dioxide (BO2) is a key
combustion intermediate during the formation of boron trioxide (B2O3) and
is often used as a spectral indicator of boron combustion. An example of
these spectra is shown in Figure 3.7. Each raw spectrum is typically inverted
compared to its corresponding image, and the line on the image correlates
to where the spectrum is taken from. The spectra in the figure below have
been rotated 180 degrees to assist in understanding how the image and the
spectrum correspond to one another. The first spectrum below corresponds
to the emission from only the HE. The rest of the spectra in the subsequent
images remain inverted.
Figure 3.7: High speed images of UIUC alloy #2 with
corresponding spatial spectra at 11, 50, 70, and 90 µs
The figure below shows the thermal emission produced by the underlying
HE and the BO2 vibrational bands produced by Ti/2B mechanical alloy
energetic material as it reacts. Using a custom spectral analysis code, a
selected region of each spectral image was calibrated and plotted to display
the desired spectrum. The last spectral image in Figure 3.7 is plotted below
and the corresponding region is outlined in the image as an example. The
spectrum analysis code is provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.8: UIUC Alloy #2 spectral image with plotted spectrum
The BO2 peaks seen in the spectrum of Figure 3.8 are located at 492 nm,
518 nm, and 545 nm and agree well with those seen by Foelsche et al. during
their boron combustion experiments [13]. These bands reiterate the fact that
the mechanical alloys are igniting a larger percentage of the boron in the
material than the other forms. The energetic material forms other than the
Ti/2B reactive mechanical alloys produced spectra that showed insignificant
signs of boron reaction emission. A comparison of spectra produced from
the reaction of the UIUC mechanical alloy #2, the TiB2 compound, and the
Ti/2B powder blend is shown in Figure 3.9 below:
The absence of boron combustion intermediates found in the spectra of the
compound and powder blend validate the claim that these forms are releasing
less energy upon detonation, insufficiently burning the boron, and provide
little enhancement to the blast parameters.
3.5 Testing of the Zirconium-Boron Energetic System
Titanium and zirconium are both group four transition metals and share
many similarities in their chemical configurations. However, zirconium burns
hotter than titanium and is also more dense, making it a prime candidate for
structural reactive casings. As stated before, the Ti/2B theoretical density
is 3.5 g/cm3, while the theoretical density of the Zr/2B combination is 4.9
g/cm3 [14]. It is reasonable, then, to believe that these metals are capable
of replacing one another in an energetic combination such as the one being
explored in this study. Two tests were conducted with a Zr/2B energetic
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Figure 3.9: Top: Spectra of UIUC Mechanical Alloy #2, Middle:
Spectra of TiB2 Compound, Bottom: Spectra of Ti/2B Powder
Blend
material in order to compare its performance to the Ti/2B materials tested.
The Zr/2B combination was alloyed similarly to the UIUC Ti/2B mechan-
ical alloy #2. Micron-sized zirconium (-325 mesh, Alfa Aesar) was combined
with both the -325 mesh boron and the nano-boron using the NJIT milling
procedure described in the Experimental Methods chapter. The materials
were pressed and measured in a similar manner to the Ti/2B materials and
were tested in the large blast chamber using the same experimental setup.
Due to the higher density of zirconium, the mass of the pellets could not be
matched to the Ti/2B tests. The physical limitations of the pellet required
more mass to ensure it remained in tact after pressing. Instead of approx-
imately 4.2 g of reactive material, the Zr/2B pellets required close to 5.9 g
of reactive material. This change of mass is accounted for when comparing
energy output on a mass basis.
The characterization of each reactive Zr/2B pellet is shown in Table 3.6
below:
The reaction occurring between zirconium and boron is represented by
Equation 3.7 with a reaction energy value calculated using the NIST-JANAF
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Table 3.6: Physical properties of Zr/2B pellets tested
Thermochemical tables [10]:
Zr + 2B +
5
2
O2 → ZrO2 +B2O3 + 20.99kJ
g
(3.7)
Of the total output energy of the reaction, the energy released by the
oxidation of zirconium to zirconium oxide (ZrO2) in the above system is
9.7 kJ/g on a mass basis of fuel, while the boron oxidation produces the
remaining 11.3 kJ/g for the total reaction energy. The average QSP values
and energy output of each test can be seen in Table 3.7
Table 3.7: Zr/2B QSP and Energy Release Values
Equation 3.7 shows that the energy produced by the reaction of zirconium
and boron is considerably less than that produced by the Ti/2B combina-
tion. This same trend is seen in the experimental energy release values,
though the difference in energy output between the UIUC mechanical alloy
#2 is not substantially different from the Zr/2B nano-boron material when
explosively initiated. This similarity in energy release is useful for practical
applications. The higher burning temperature of zirconium combined with
the higher theoretical density of the Zr/2B mixture make it appealing for use
as a reactive HE casing. If the highest energy release is sought, the Ti/2B
combination is still the better choice.
The trends seen for the Ti/2B materials in the peak pressure, impulse,
and temperature values hold true for the Zr/2B materials. The peak blast
pressure and peak temperature were lower for the micron-sized Zr/2B ma-
terial than for the Zr/2B nano-composite. The Zr/2B nano-composite had
values for peak pressure and peak temperature that were very close to those
for the UIUC mechanical alloy #2. These results show that the Zr/2B reac-
tion is still too slow to impart a significant amount of energy to the initial
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blast wave, and that the temperature using the pyrometry technique remains
largely unchanged when boron is used in energetic combinations.
The detonation structure of the Ti/2B and Zr/2B pellets were very similar,
as shown in Figure 3.10. This figure compares the structure and visible
emission produced from the initiation of the UIUC mechanical alloy #2 and
the Zr/2B nano-boron composite.
Figure 3.10: Top: Image sequence of UIUC mechanical alloy #2,
Bottom: Image sequence of Zr/2B nano-composite
The shape that occurs during reaction of the pellet is very similar for both
materials, though the Zr/2B is not quite as high as the Ti/2B at the later
times. This is due to the higher density of the Zr/2B material. It takes a
slightly longer time for the high explosive blast wave to force the more dense
material up from the center of the pellet. The spectra of the two materials
may also be compared to see any qualitative differences in reactivity. Figure
3.11 shows the comparison of these spectral images.
Both spectral sequences show evidence of boron reaction, indicated by the
BO2 vibrational bands in the bottom portion of the spectra, but the Ti/2B
nano-composite has a more distinct spectrum than the Zr/2B composite.
This signifies a greater amount of boron reaction in the Ti/2B material, which
is corroborated with the greater experimental energy values produced by the
Ti/2B combination. The Zr/2B nano-composites seem to be a comparable
energetic material in terms of peak pressure, impulse, and peak temperature,
but the Ti/2B mechanical alloys still perform better on an energy release
basis.
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Figure 3.11: Top: Spectral sequence of UIUC mechanical alloy
#2, Bottom: Spectral sequence of Zr/2B nano-composite
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 Summary and Conclusions
Through the detonation testing of the various forms of the Ti/2B energetic
system in air, it is seen that mechanical alloys provide the best performance-
enhancing effects for high explosives. Ti/2B mechanical alloys provide a
larger overpressure, greater energy release, higher impulse, and a higher peak
temperature than the other material forms studied. However, the alloying
procedure and choice of constituent alloying components plays a large role
in the performance of the alloy. In order to yield the highest gain from the
mechanical alloys, the milling procedure must be performed properly and the
constituents must reach a metastable phase without fully combining into the
TiB2 intermetallic.
Energy release calculations reveal that nanocomposite Ti/2B energetic ma-
terials produce a higher quasi-static pressure and, therefore, a higher energy
yield when detonated. The nano-boron contained in these composites may
ignite more readily than traditional micron-sized powders, aiding in the over-
all energy release of the system. The other forms of the reactive material are
not as efficient at igniting the larger boron particles, leading to a lower en-
ergy release. However, the TiB2 compound outperforms the powder blend,
possibly implying that the proximity of the boron to the titanium affects the
energy yield of the system.
A Zr/2B combination was mechanically alloyed using both micron- and
nano-sized boron in order to compare its performance to the Ti/2B mechan-
ical alloys. The Zr/2B combination performed comparably in terms of peak
pressure, impulse, and peak temperature. However, it produced a slightly
lower energy yield when detonated, suggesting that the Ti/2B materials were
a better choice on a mass basis.
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4.2 Recommendations for Future Work
If future testing of reactive materials is to occur there are ways to improve
upon the current setup. First, a hot forging or sintering technique can be
employed to create even more dense reactive material pellets. This will allow
testing of materials that are akin to those used in application. The current
piezoresistive transducers housed in the blast chamber have a very large pres-
sure range. The peak pressures seen during most testing in the chamber do
not exceed more than 50 psi and, therefore, do not represent a large portion
of the sensors’ dynamic range. Noise in the transient pressure signals can be
reduced by implementing pressure transducers with a lower range, perhaps
0-50 psi or 0-75 psi in order to take advantage of the full dynamic range
of the sensors. Replacing the current magnetic bases holding the pressure
transducers in place with a more rigid arrangement mounted to the chamber
would allow for more accuracy between tests regarding the time of arrival of
the initial blast wave, as well as the peak pressures seen by each transducer.
Powder residue collected from each test must be analyzed to help deter-
mine the extent of boron reaction after initiation of the various forms of
material. Pre-test characterization needs to be performed for each material
form tested. This characterization includes Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) analysis to determine particle size distribution and morphology of
each of the materials. XRD can also be performed before each test to show
the various phases of the materials. For example, XRD analysis of the TiB2
compound will show peaks corresponding to the TIB2 intermetallic, while
XRD analysis of the Ti/2B mechanical alloys should only show peaks cor-
responding to pure Ti and B. This information can then be compared to
analysis of collected residue to determine if there are any unreacted compo-
nents remaining after initiation. The SEM machine can also be implemented
to visualize the reacted material and the images can be compared to the pre-
test images of each material. Plans are underway to perform this material
characterization analysis in the near future.
The spectral analysis code written to analyze the spectroscopy images
recorded by the HSFC can be modified to handle curvature of the spectral
lines introduced by the optical setup. This will provide a cleaner, more
accurate spectrum output. Finally, further testing can be carried out using a
triple point initiation of the reactive materials, especially for the mechanical
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alloys of both the Ti/2B and Zr/2B combination. The triple point setup will
possibly provide enough energy input to the reactive material early on to
enable the complete combustion of the boron in the reactive pellet.
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APPENDIX A
QSP ANALYSIS CODE
1 %QSP Analysis Code
2 %Takes a set of pressure data and determines, based on ...
user inputs, the QSP
3 %value of the given data
4
5 clear all;
6 close all;
7 clc;
8
9 %Input the .mat file containing the values for the ...
pressure traces
10 %Declare the channel for which you wish to analyze the QSP
11 load Pressures.mat;
12 Channel = B;
13
14 %Input the calibration coefficients from the pressure ...
calibration
15 %This should be a linear equation where Pressure = ...
Voltage*X + Y
16 X = 1.849;
17 Y = −21.781;
18
19 %Input the limits of the pressure matrix corresponding to ...
where
20 %the data needs to be truncated.
21 x1 = 183000;
22 x2 = Length;
23
24 %Calibrate the signal using the coefficients
25 for i = 1:Length
26 Calibrated(i) = X*Channel(i) + Y;
27 end
45
28
29 %Determine the baseline signal
30 %The loop limits may need to be changed depending on where ...
you baseline
31 %the signal.
32 for i = 1:1000
33 baseline(i) = Calibrated(i);
34 end
35
36 %Get the background value
37 background = mean(baseline(i));
38
39 %Subtract the background signal to get the corrected QSP in
40 %units of psi.
41 for i = 1:Length
42 QSP(i) = Calibrated(i) − background;
43 end
44
45 %Create the time vector for plotting vs time
46 for i = 1:Length
47 format long;
48 t(i) = Tstart + Tinterval*i;
49 end
50 %Truncate the QSP and time vectors at the limits input ...
beforehand
51 %to determine the desired QSP value
52 QSP trunc = QSP([x1:x2]);
53 t trunc = t([x1:x2]);
54
55 %Linearly fit the truncated data
56 %The polynomial or fit type may need to change depending ...
on what
57 %the data looks like.
58 P = polyfit(t trunc, QSP trunc, 1);
59
60 L = P(1)*t trunc + P(2);
61
62 %Plot the data and the fit
63 plot(t trunc,QSP trunc,t trunc, L);
64
65 %Output the QSP value in the command window
66 str = ['The QSP is ', num2str(P(2)), ' psi'];
67 disp(str)
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APPENDIX B
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS CODE
1 %%Program for analysis of HSFC spatially−varying spectra
2 %The program inputs the object image, calibration image, ...
intensity image,
3 %and their corresponding dark images and outputs a ...
corrected spectrum. The
4 %user must input the file paths for each image along with ...
a graphical input
5 %to determine the desired spatial region to analyze. The ...
commented code
6 %also gives some explanation as to what needs to be ...
entered manually.
7
8 %Close any open figures, clear all variables, clear the ...
command window.
9 close all;
10 clear all;
11 clc;
12
13 %Initialize the necessary constants for the program.
14 h = 6.626E−34; %Planck's constant
15 c = 2.997E8; %Speed of Light
16 k = 1.3806E−23; %Boltzmann constant
17 T = 3300; %Blackbody Calibration Temperature
18
19 %Subtract the background from the object spectrum image.
20 %Here you must input the file paths for both the object ...
spectrum and its
21 %corresponding dark background image.
22 A = imread('test 3 spectra3.tif');
23 B = imread('test 3 spectra dark3.tif');
24 I = A − B;
25
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26 %This creates vectors that are the same size as the length ...
and height of
27 %the object spectrum image.
28 [Xi, Yi] = size(A);
29 X = [1:Xi];
30 Y = [1:Yi];
31
32 %The following performs the wavelength calibration for the ...
object spectrum using Nick
33 %Glumac's peakfinder code. This peakfinder function must ...
be included in
34 %the working directory in order to run properly. This ...
version of the program does NOT account for distortion
35 %in the images.
36 %The file paths for the calibration image and its ...
corresponding dark image
37 %must be manually entered below. The known peak values ...
for the calibration
38 %and the sensitivity for the peakfinder function must also ...
be entered.
39 %Read in the calibration image
40 Cal = imread('wavecal.tif');
41 %Read in the dark image
42 Cal Dark = imread('wavecaldark1.tif');
43 %Subtract the dark background
44 Calibration = Cal−Cal Dark;
45 %Vertically bin the calibration signal
46 CalSpectrum = sum(Calibration, 1);
47
48 %Determine pixel location of peaks using peakfinder function
49 locations = peakfinderNG(Y,CalSpectrum,0.250);
50 %Sort the peak values in ascending order
51 locations = [sort(locations,1)];
52 %Enter the known peak values for the calibration image in ...
ascending order
53 peaks = [435.832, 546.073, 576.959, 579.066];
54
55 %Create a second−order fit to the peaks found by the function
56 P = polyfit(locations,peaks,2);
57 %Determine equation for wavelength calibration of the image
58 Lambda = P(1)*Y.ˆ2 + P(2)*Y + P(3);
59 %Convert the wavelength range to meters for the intensity ...
calibration
48
60 Lambda m = Lambda.*10ˆ−9;
61
62 %Now that the wavelength range has been determined, a ...
Planck intensity distribution
63 %is created for intensity calibration purposes.
64 I BB = ...
((2*h*cˆ2)./Lambda m.ˆ5).*(1./(exp((h*c)./(Lambda m.*k.*T))−1)); ...
%Planck blackbody distribution
65
66 %Now the program will analyze a selected image to obtain ...
the object
67 %spectrum. In this section, the intensity calibration ...
image file path
68 %(along with its corresponding dark image) must be ...
entered. The user must
69 %also manually click two rows on the image, the top and ...
bottom of the area
70 %they would like to analyze.
71 again = 1; %Initialize loop variables
72 count = 1;
73
74 %Start the analysis loop. The image can be analyzed as ...
many times as the
75 %user would like as long as the user enters "1" at the end ...
of the loop.
76 while again == 1
77
78 close all;
79 %Display selected object spectrum image
80 figure, imshow(I);
81 %Select the top and bottom row of the region you want ...
to analyze
82 [x,y] = ginput(2);
83 %Create the column boundaries of the desired region
84 Col = [1, size(I,2), size(I,2), 1];
85 %Create the row boundaries of the desired region based ...
on user graphical input
86 Row = [round(y(1)), round(y(1)), round(y(2)), ...
round(y(2))];
87
88 %Create a region based off of boundary corner ...
coordinates above
89 Region = roipoly(I, Col, Row);
49
90 %Create a mask around the selected region
91 ObjMask = poly2mask(Col,Row,size(I,1),size(I,2));
92
93 %Read in intensity calibration image
94 Int = imread('F:\Titanium Boride System\Intensity ...
Calibration\Int Cal 53.tif');
95 %Read in corresponding dark image
96 IntDark = imread('F:\Titanium Boride System\Intensity ...
Calibration\Int Cal Dark3.tif');
97
98 %Subtract background
99 Intensity = Int − IntDark;
100 %Perform same masking operation as above
101 Region = roipoly(Intensity, Col, Row);
102 IntMask = poly2mask(Col,Row, ...
size(Intensity,1),size(Intensity,2));
103
104 %Apply Mask to focus only on selected region for both ...
the object and intensity images
105 ObjMasked = bsxfun(@times,I,cast(ObjMask,class(I)));
106 IntMasked = ...
bsxfun(@times,Intensity,cast(IntMask,class(Intensity)));
107 close all;
108
109 %Bin values of masked spectrum
110 Spectrum = sum(ObjMasked,1).*(I BB./sum(IntMasked,1));
111 SpectrumSmooth = smooth(Spectrum, 30);
112 Spectrum Norm = SpectrumSmooth/max(SpectrumSmooth);
113 %Use wavelength calibration for spectrum plot
114 figure, plot(Lambda, Spectrum Norm, 'Color', [0 0.75 ...
0.5], ...
115 'LineWidth', 1);
116 xlim([440 580]);
117 xlabel('Wavelength (nm)','FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', ...
'bold');
118 ylabel('Intensity (arb.)','FontSize', 12, ...
'FontWeight', 'bold');
119 title('Thermal Emission', 'FontSize', 14, ...
'FontWeight', 'bold');
120 set(gca, 'XMinorTick', 'on', 'YMinorTick', 'on', ...
'Box', 'off', 'FontName', 'Helvetica');
121 set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode', 'auto');
122
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123 %User inputs whether or not to continue analysis
124 again = input('Analyze another region? (1 for Y, 0 for ...
N) ');
125 count = count + 1;
126 end
127
128 disp('Analysis Complete'); %Spectrum analysis complete
1 %NG's peak finder
2 function pp = peakfinder(w,f,zoso)
3 %zoso sensitivity number of standard deviations
4 j = 0;
5 npts = 0;
6 npks = 0;
7 % C
8 % C The factor XX is a scaling factor to used as an ...
exponent to scale
9 % C the relative weights of the peaks in terms of their ...
amplitude, for
10 % C calculating the peak center. In various tests at 2 ...
and 4 pixel FWHM
11 % C peaks, xx = 3 did much better than xx = 1, and there ...
was a notable
12 % C improvement over xx=2 cases.
13 % C
14 xx = 3.0;
15 % c
16 % c Read in peaks and number of data points (NPTS)
17 % c
18 npts = length(f);
19 fsum = sum(f);
20 favg = fsum/npts;
21
22 sdsum = 0;
23 for i = 1:npts,
24 sdsum = sdsum + (f(i)−favg)ˆ2;
25 end
26 sdev = sqrt(sdsum/npts);
27
28 fsum = 0;
29 % C
30 % C Identify a threshold above which, we assume that peaks ...
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will fall. Then
31 % C resum the spectrum, excluding those peaks, to get a ...
value that we assume
32 % C is close to the background.
33 % C
34 fthresh = favg + 1.5*sdev;
35 nbg = 0;
36
37 for i = 1:npts,
38 if (f(i) < fthresh)
39 fsum = fsum + f(i);
40 nbg = nbg + 1;
41 end
42 end
43
44
45 bg = fsum/nbg;
46
47
48 % c This statement sets threshold − cmin − for what is
49 % c considered a peak.
50 % c
51 cmin = bg + zoso*sdev;
52 fprintf(1,'favg = %f, sdev = %f, bg = %f, cmin = ...
%f\n',favg,sdev,bg,cmin)
53 % c
54 % c Identify nine point sequences that look like a peak
55 % c
56 for i = 3:npts−3 %5:npts−5
57 if (f(i) ≥ f(i−1) & f(i−1) > f(i−2)) %& f(i−2) > ...
f(i−3) & f(i−3) > f(i−4))
58 if (f(i) > f(i+1) & f(i+1) > f(i+2))% & f(i+2) > ...
f(i+3) & f(i+3) > f(i+4))
59 if (f(i) > cmin)
60 npks = npks + 1;
61 nloc(npks) = i;
62 %C write(*,*) npks, w(i), f(i)
63 %C write(32,*) npks,w(i)
64 end
65 end
66 end
67 end
68 % c
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69 % c Calculate peak positions by using amplitude (minus ...
background) raised
70 % c to the xx power as the weighting function.
71 % c
72
73 for i = 1:npks,
74 j = nloc(i);
75 c1sum = ((f(j)−bg)ˆxx)*w(j) + ...
((f(j−1)−bg)ˆxx)*w(j−1) + ...
((f(j+1)−bg)ˆxx)*w(j+1) + ...
((f(j+2)−bg)ˆxx)*w(j+2) + ((f(j−2)−bg)ˆxx)*w(j−2);
76 % C
77 % C c2sum is to normalize the weighted sum
78 % C
79 c2sum = ((f(j)−bg)ˆxx) + ((f(j−1)−bg)ˆxx) + ...
((f(j+1)−bg)ˆxx) + ((f(j+2)−bg)ˆxx) + ...
((f(j−2)−bg)ˆxx);
80 pp(i) = c1sum/c2sum ;
81 fprintf(1,'%i , %f\n',i,pp(i))
82 end
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APPENDIX C
PYROMETRY ANALYSIS CODE
1 %Two−Color Infrared Pyrometry Analysis Code
2 clc;
3 clear all;
4 close all;
5 tic;
6
7 %Initialize Constants
8 C2 = 14388; %Intensity eqn. constant
9
10 %Input wavelengths for pyrometry curves
11 Lambda1 = 1;
12 Lambda2 = 1.5;
13
14 %Import Data
15 load qspandpyro11.mat;
16
17 %Find background using baseline average
18 for i = 1:1000
19
20 lambda1base(i) = C(i);
21 lambda2base(i) = D(i);
22
23 end
24
25 background1 = mean(lambda1base);
26 background2 = mean(lambda2base);
27
28 %Subtract background from pyrometry data
29 for i = 1:size(C)
30
31 lambda1corr(i) = C(i) − background1;
32 lambda2corr(i) = D(i) − background2;
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33
34 end
35
36 %Input calibration equations and find values for ratio
37 for i = 1:Length
38
39 cal1(i) = 4E7*lambda1corr(i) − 4E8;
40 cal2(i) = 1E8*lambda2corr(i) − 4E8;
41
42 end
43
44 %Determine grey body temperature at each time
45 for i = 1:Length
46
47 Tgrey(i) = (−C2*((1/Lambda2) − ...
(1/Lambda1)))*log((cal2(i)/cal1(i))*(Lambda2/Lambda1)ˆ5)ˆ−1;
48
49 end
50
51 %Determine 1/lambda corrected temperature
52 for i = 1:Length
53
54 Tcorr1(i) = (−C2*((1/Lambda2) − ...
(1/Lambda1)))*log((cal2(i)/cal1(i))*(Lambda2/Lambda1)ˆ6)ˆ−1;
55
56 end
57
58 %Determine 1/lambdaˆ2 corrected temperature
59 for i = 1:Length
60
61 Tcorr2(i) = (−C2*((1/Lambda2) − ...
(1/Lambda1)))*log((cal2(i)/cal1(i))*(Lambda2/Lambda1)ˆ7)ˆ−1;
62
63 end
64
65 %Create time vector
66 for i = 1:Length
67
68 format long;
69 t(i) = Tstart + Tinterval*i;
70
71 end
72
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73 %Plot each temperature curve
74 figure, plot(t, Tgrey, 'b')
75 title('Grey Body Temperature')
76 xlabel('Time (s)')
77 ylabel('Temperature (K)')
78 xlim([−0.001, 0.025])
79 ylim([2300, 2500])
80
81 figure, plot(t, Tcorr1, 'r')
82 title('1/Lam Corrected Temperature')
83 xlabel('Time (s)')
84 ylabel('Temperature (K)')
85 xlim([−0.001, 0.025])
86 ylim([2200, 2400])
87
88 figure, plot(t, Tcorr2, 'g')
89 title('1/Lamˆ2 Corrected Temperature')
90 xlabel('Time (s)')
91 ylabel('Temperature (K)')
92 xlim([−0.001, 0.025])
93 ylim([1800, 2000])
94
95 %Determine max value for each curve
96
97 MaxGrey = max(Tgrey)
98 MaxCorr1 = max(Tcorr1)
99 MaxCorr2 = max(Tcorr2)
100
101 toc;
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